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Once the Album Design department gets either the Magical Artwork or the Album Design with Magical 
Artwork done we will: 

- Magical Artwork images only: Post a gallery within your Eventproofs Photographers Login 
account. 

- Album Design with Magical Artwork: Post an Album Design for you to review and Post a gallery 
within your Eventproofs Photographers Login account.  

Magical Artwork Images Only: 

1. Photographers should sign into Eventproofs>Photographers Login after you receive an email 
saying the Magical Artwork gallery has been posted.  

 
2. Once you login, you should navigate to their Galleries>All Galleries. You should see a gallery 

named whatever you named the design request when submitting it originally. 
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3. Download button will automatically appear within the gallery. 
a. You should click on the Gallery name under the All Galleries screen. 

b. Once you click the name you will be taken within the Gallery Photos control panel.   
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c. When you click on the image, it will open and you will be able to find the Download 
Image button for the High Resolution file. (Only after you have reached the $200 
minimum! This button will not be there if you have not met that minimum).  

 

4. You can share the Gallery to your clients by clicking the Drop Down arrow to the Left of the 
Gallery Name and clicking “Share”. This will bring you to an area where you can fill in the clients 
email address or you can copy the link and post it somewhere for the client to access.  
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Album Design with Magical Artwork: 

1. Photographers should sign into Eventproofs.com>Photographers Login after you receive 2 
emails letting them know that your Album Design with Magical artwork has been posted for 
Review and also a Gallery with the images from that Album Design. 

 

2. You should navigate to your Galleries screen, and select Album Designs to the left.  
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3. Next you should locate the name you named your album design request when submitting it 
originally. 

 

4. You should click Review to the right to be taken to the presentation where you can view the 
storybook with the Magical artwork images. You can add comments for revisions or OK the 
album for production.  
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a. Otherwise you can click the drop down arrow to the left of the name where you can 

select “Share Presentation” and share that link with your client for your client to make 
any changes that they should for some reason need.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5. You should also navigate to your Galleries>All Galleries to be able to view just the magical 
images from the Album Design request. This is for you to be able to make sales for products with 
just the magical images. You will get your High Resolution image download AFTER you approve 
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the album for production. Otherwise if you need the low res files you can right-click and save 
the image to your computer to use for showcasing purposes.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Once the album is Ok’d for Production: 
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1. Once you hit OK Album For Production, you will be taken to the first Album Approval Process 
question which is the album size. Studios can only do a Square size album per Larry. 
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2. Next you would select the cover material. Your options are Photographic Wraparound or Canvas 
Wraparound.  

a. Important Lab note: We cannot round the corners of a Photographic Wraparound. If you 
select rounded pages under that cover type the pages would be rounded while the 
cover is not. For the Canvas Wraparound you can do either, same for the pages. 
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3. Next you will select the cover laminate: 

 

4. Next you will select if you want rounded or square page corners. 
a. Important lab note: We cannot round the corners of a Photographic Wraparound Cover. 

If you select rounded pages under that cover type the pages would be rounded while 
the cover has square corners. For the Canvas Wraparound you can do either, same for 
the pages.  
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5. Next the paper type needs to be selected. You have standard photographic paper (E-Surface 
Photo) otherwise you can do Metallic Photo Paper.  

 
6. Next the end sheets types need to be selected. You can do standard black press textured paper. 

Otherwise if you choose Black or White lead and end sheets, these will be in photographic E-
Surface paper.  
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a. If studios select Standard Black Textured Sheet, you will be taken to a Lead Sheet 
Embossing question: 

 
b. If studios select either Black or White photographic Lead sheets, you will be taken to a 

Studio Logo Question. We MUST have a logo on file in order to be able to add the logo 
to the inside cover lead sheet in the bottom left corner. 

i. Must follow 4”x3” 250DPI rules. Can email logo e.siljkovic@acilab.com with 
Album ID and Order name in the subject if we don’t already have the logo on 
file.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

mailto:e.siljkovic@acilab.com
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7. The next question asks if you would like the pages UV Coated. 

 
8. Next question asks if you want a presentation pouch. 

 

 

9. The next question asks if you want an Album Box. 
a. If you don’t want any, you can select the Black Paper Board Box at the very bottom 

which is a no charge box. 
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1. Next question asks if this is a studio sample. 

 

2. Next question asks the number of copies needed. 

 

3. The next question asks if you 
need additional books. If you do 
then it will take the studio 
through all these questions 
again for the additional book.  
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4. The next question asks for any special instructions. 

 

5. The next question asks if this is a Drop Ship (ships directly to the client, invoice goes to studio). 
Otherwise leave blank if you need it to go to the studio. 
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6. If the drop ship was left blank, the next question asks the form of shipping the studio wants. 

 

16. And then the last question just asks for the studio to review your order to the right in the summary, 
and if everything looks okay to go ahead and initial and hit Finish.  

 


